BlueSky integration
with Concur TripLink

BlueSky with Concur TripLink delivers
expanded travel options in China, and
syncs itineraries and spend with
SAP Concur solutions.
In Partnership With

WHAT IS CONCUR TRIPLINK?

Concur® TripLink helps manage travel across a variety of booking channels by capturing itineraries
and integrating them into your SAP Concur solution.
Whether travelers book using Concur Travel or make reservations in other booking channels like
BlueSky, travel managers gain visibility and control over those bookings with Concur TripLink. This
empowers organizations to fulfill their duty of care responsibilities, and apply their policies and
negotiated rates, while travelers enjoy booking flexibility and ease of use.
VALUE FOR CUSTOMERS

VALUE FOR TRAVELERS

•

• Travelers’ bookings, cancellations, and spend
are automatically synced in Concur®
Expense, easing expense reporting.
• Travelers gain access to a wide inventory of
travel options in China, resulting in a flexible
booking experience.
• When approaching business travel in China,
travelers enjoy a streamlined request,
booking, and expense experience.

•

•

•

•

A BlueSky integration offers flexible,
expansive booking options in China, without
increasing risks of non-compliance, invisible
spend, and lost oversight of your travel
programs.
With BlueSky, multinational companies
conducting business in China, and Chinabased companies can gain access to local
flight and hotel options, with a specialized
tool made specifically for the region.
With BlueSky and TripLink enabled, travel
managers can gain visibility into bookings in
China, fulfill duty of care responsibilities in
this region, and get a better handle on
compliance.
Gain a more accurate view of travel spend
before and at time of purchase so you can
avoid errors in reconciliation.
The seamless integration allows you to
maintain the other benefits of your SAP
Concur solutions.

HOW TO GET STARTED

• To get started, reach out to your SAP Concur
account team, or visit the BlueSky listing on
the SAP Concur App Center and select
Request information to fill out an inquiry form.
• Then, the TravelSky team will reach out to
whomever submitted the form and complete a
letter of authorization for data sharing.
• Once a BlueSky integration is established,
travelers can book trips through their TMC's
platform technology, provided by BlueSky.

THE VALUE OF CONCUR TRIPLINK AND BLUESKY TOGETHER.

Solutions provide more visibility and do not undermine managed travel
Stay in control of your travel program through expanded visibility into your travelers'
bookings in China—allowing you to reinforce your travel policy, reveal non-compliant
reservations, and take action if needed.
Get a better picture of spend
A BlueSky integration can provide a more accurate view of your travel spend at the time
of purchase, so you can avoid errors in reconciliation and manage budgets in real-time.
Improve traveler experience
When employees book via BlueSky, they'll get to use a specialized tool created for travel
in China. Their itineraries will automatically flow into SAP Concur, and an expense report
will get started. Simplifying the expense process lets your employees be more
productive and focus on the work that really matters.
Prioritize employee safety
With BlueSky and Concur TripLink enabled, travel managers can locate their
employees when traveling in China and provide aid if needed, fulfilling duty of care
responsibilities.
Apply policy across channels
With Concur TripLink, you can apply your organization's travel policy across channels,
including BlueSky. Leverage Concur TripLink reporting for visibility into real-time travel
spend and policy compliance, so you can make informed decisions.

RESOURCES
Concur TripLink for Travel Administrators
Leverage Concur TripLink Training Toolkit

For Travelers

Concur TripLink Traveler Benefits

Visit the SAP Concur App Center to learn about BlueSky, get connected, or request more
information.
NEED SUPPORT?

If you have additional questions about Concur TripLink, please visit www.concur.com

For more information, contact your SAP Concur representative.
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